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Among America’s oldest and most comprehensive public universities, the University of South 
Carolina (UofSC) strives to deliver an outstanding student experience that is accessible for all. 
UofSC encompasses 16 distinct colleges and schools on its flagship campus, plus seven other 
campuses across the state. To connect its entire community seamlessly, the university began 
its cloud transformation in 2018 with the selection of Blackbaud CRM™ in Microsoft Azure. 

For UofSC, the cloud offers the ability to connect solutions across campus 
securely and help teams collaborate more effectively. By bringing together 
the formerly disparate advancement, award management, and fund 
accounting units – all part of Blackbaud’s Cloud Solution for Higher Education 
– UofSC is realizing not only data synchronization and enhanced visibility, but a
system-wide realignment that had not previously been possible.

As Assistant Vice President for Advancement Services Derek Clark describes, 
“Blackbaud CRM, Financial Edge NXTTM, and Blackbaud Award ManagementTM 
coming together brings our data management and cross-campus collaboration 
into a modern era.” 

University of South Carolina 
is powered by Blackbaud 
solutions for:  

✓ Fundraising and
Relationship Management

✓ Analytics

✓ Marketing

“The openness of Blackbaud’s Cloud Solution 
for Higher Education is driving forward new 
opportunities and a new appreciation for the ability 
to integrate solutions across campus. The result is 
a more connected cloud that is strengthening the 
entire campus ecosystem.”
 —Derek Clark, Assistant Vice President for Advancement Services
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About Blackbaud
Leading uniquely at the intersection point of technology and social good, Blackbaud connects and empowers organizations to increase their impact 
through cloud software, services, expertise, and data intelligence. We serve the entire social good community, which includes nonprofits, foundations, 
companies, education institutions, healthcare organizations, and the individual change agents who support them.
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“At UofSC, cloud 
technology 
has provided an 
architecture for the flow  
of information and fostered 
stronger relationships  
and collaboration  
across campus.”

 —Derek Clark, 
Assistant Vice President for 
Advancement Services

Using Change Management to 
Overcome Challenges Early 
With the help of the Blackbaud team and its thoughtful change management 
methodology, UofSC tackled the issues of risk management, cloud security, 
single sign-on, and cloud management head on from the beginning of the 
project. This approach allowed the team to overcome challenges early 
and freed staff to focus on the key areas of data management and data 
governance for the benefit of the institution.  

UofSC has already realized many transformative outcomes since connecting 
its offices in the cloud. The team is transferring approved scholarship 
applicants to the fundraising system for reporting and stewardship, where 
common deadlines across scholarship and fundraising functions are 
managed in concert across campus units. They also are streamlining 
messaging needed for students and limiting confusion, while highlighting the 
impact of previous awards as part of their stewardship plans for prospective 
alumni donors.

Leveraging Open APIs to Forge New Paths
Blackbaud CRM’s open APIs are helping to forge new paths in data 
connections with third-party systems, including leading business intelligence 
solutions, network collaboration tools, and other applications serving 
enterprise needs across campus. For UofSC, connecting solutions to 
Blackbaud CRM in the cloud not only serves as a critical part of its technology 
strategy, but helped to optimize virtual environment effectiveness in response 
to the coronavirus pandemic. 

UofSC has connected Blackbaud CRM with business intelligence tools to 
surface dashboards both within the application and its overall dashboard 
library to increase transparency and serve stakeholders across campus. The 
openness of Blackbaud CRM has also allowed UofSC to utilize Microsoft 
Teams directly, providing users with a seamless approach to reach frontline 
support staff for application support.  

“The ability to connect Blackbaud CRM across key university functions and 
systems has helped UofSC improve transparency across campus and usher in 
an improved culture of collaboration,” Clark said. 

Increase revenue, drive efficiency, and deepen engagement with 

solutions that connect your entire campus.
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